Availability of corpora with technical and simplified contents is crucial for the development and test of methods for text simplification. We describe this kind of corpus for the French medical language. The corpus contains texts from three sources: encyclopedia, drug leaflets and scientific summaries. Each source proposes comparable information in specialized and plain languages. A subset of this corpus has been processed manually in order to find and align parallel sentences. This subset currently contains 663 pairs with parallel sentences. Alignment has been done by two annotators and shows 0.76 inter-annotator agreement.
Introduction
Research performed in text simplification provides tools and resources for the creation of simplified versions of texts. Simplification can be positioned at different levels (ie. lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and structural). It can be useful for different kinds of human users: children (Son et al., 2008; De Belder and Moens, 2010; Vu et al., 2014) , foreigners or poor-readers (Paetzold and Specia, 2016) , people with neurodegenerative disorders (Chen et al., 2016) , lay people reading specialized documents (Arya et al., 2011; Leroy et al., 2013) . In these cases, simplification may guarantee a better access to the contents of documents. Simplification may also be exploited as a pre-processing step of documents undergoing other NLP treatments: syntactic analysis (Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997; Jonnalagadda et al., 2009 ), semantic annotation (Vickrey and Koller, 2008) , summarization (Blake et al., 2007) , machine translation (Stymne et al., 2013; Štajner and Popović, 2016) , indexing (Wei et al., 2014) , information retrieval and extraction (Beigman Klebanov et al., 2004) . The purpose is then to provide more easily processable versions of text and to improve the overall results of NLP tools.
Often, the feasibility and success of such works depend on the existence of the required corpora. Yet, in some languages and specialized fields such corpora may be missing.
The purpose of our work is to introduce and describe the CLEAR corpus, which gathers complex and simplified versions of documents related to medical topics in French. In what follows, we first present some existing work in corpora building for simplification (Section 2), we then describe our contribution to this area (Sections 3 and 4), and conclude (Section 5).
Corpora for Simplification
If the first works in development of simplification tools have mainly relied on manually crafted simplification rules following the linguistic intuition of researchers (Chandrasekar et al., 1996; Siddharthan, 2006; Max, 2008) , recent works are mostly guided by linguistic data and rely on dedicated corpora. Most often, parallel corpora are exploited in this task. They provide original texts together with their simplified versions. Sometimes, aligned corpora are also available, in which the correspondence is done at the level of sentences. This kind of corpora provide direct correspondence between complex and simple (or simplified) sentences. Notice that comparable corpora, containing complex and simple documents addressing the same topics, are more easily available but require specific methods or pre-processings before they can be exploited for simplification work.
Several parallel corpora for several languages have been created, mainly thanks to the manual simplification of their contents: Spanish (Bott et al., 2014) , Italian (Brunato et al., 2014) , Brazilian Portuguese (Caseli et al., 2009 ), Danish (Klerke and Sgaard, 2012) , and of course English (Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997; Daelemans et al., 2004; Petersen and Ostendorf, 2007; Specia et al., 2012 ). Yet, these parallel corpora are seldom freely available. Some of these corpora also explicitly indicate what has been simplified and how (removal, segmentation...). Hence, a multi-axial annotation schema has been proposed for this purpose with several simplification classes: split, merge, reorder, insert (verbs, subjects and other components), delete (verbs, subjects and other components), transform (lexical substitution, replacement of anaphora, nounverb, verb-noun, passive-active, verbal features...) (Brunato et al., 2014) . This annotation schema covers lexical and syntactic simplification.
Comparable corpora of this kind are also available, among which the most frequently used is the pair built with English Wikipedia 1 and English Simple Wikipedia 2 . This corpus is widely used by researchers (Zhu et al., 2010; Biran et al., 2011; Coster and Kauchak, 2011) . A similar comparable corpus also exists in French and can be built fromq French Wikipedia 3 and Vikidia 4 , which has been created for children. This source in French has been used for the detection of rules for syntactic transformations (Brouwers et al., 2012) . Besides, researchers working on English also exploit history of revisions of articles from Simple Wikipedia (Yatskar et al., 2010) , simplified versions of scientific articles 5 (Elhadad and Sutaria, 2007) , simplified versions of novels 6 (Vajjala and Meurers, 2015) , as well as simplified versions of educational and news articles 7 .
Comparable Medical Simplified French Corpus
For the building of the corpus, we propose to exploit three types of French sources related to the medical field: articles from online encyclopedia (Section 3.1), drug leaflets with drug description and their optimal use (Section 3.2), and summaries from systematic reviews as provided by the Cochrane collaboration (Section 3.3). These sources provide documents from different textual genres: encyclopedia articles, scientific articles and drug description close to clinical texts. These three sources are available under free license (license not allowing modifications of the data in the case of the Cochrane reviews), and can be used for research purposes. Finally, these sources provide comparable corpora, distinguished by their technicality, on different topics: medical topics in encyclopedia, various drugs in drug leaflets, and questions related to treatment and diagnosis of disorders in Cochrane summaries. A part of these data have been aligned manually at the level of sentences (Section 4).
Encyclopedia Articles
This source provides articles from two collaborative encyclopedia in French available online: Wikipedia and Vikidia. French Wikipedia is intended for French-speaking people, while Vikidia has been created for providing similar information for 8 to 13 year old children. These two encyclopedia provide articles on a great variety of topics: politics, economics, medecine, culture, geography, etc. Wikipedia shows a better coverage than Vikidia: it is older and more popular. Creation of articles in these encyclopedia has to respect precise guidelines: they must be clear and understandable, be formal, with no use of jargon from specialized areas. 
Drug Leaflets
Each drug marketed in France is provided together with a leaflet describing for instance its composition, prescription indications, known adverse effects, and precautions. This information is created in two versions. One version is intended for health professionals, and contains technical and comprehensive information on a given drug. Besides, this version presents a specific structure and makes use of a very rich medical terminology. Another version is intended for patients, and contains essential and simplified information on drugs. The style is personal. It addresses the patient directly and commonly using expressions like votre santé (your health), votre médecin (your physician), or vous pouvez (you can). Information is structured as questions and answers: Qu'est-ce que c'est ? (What is this?), Quels sont les effets indésirableséventuels ? (What are the possible adverse effects?). These simplified versions are created systematically for each marketed drug, and later inserted into the drug boxes.
This corpus is built from documents available in the public drug base 9 managed by the Ministry of Health in France. These documents have been downloaded in June 2017. The corpus contains 11,800 drugs with technical and simplified leaflets. The technical part contains 52,313,126 word occurrences, and the simplified part contains 33,682,889 word occurrences.
Cochrane Summaries
The purpose of the Cochrane foundation is to provide high evidence medical information (Sackett et al., 1996) . For several years, researchers of the domain have been working on creation of systematic reviews on various medical questions often in relation with diagnostics and treatment of disor-ders. Existing work on a given question are collected and read by experts. A synthesis is created, which methodological and scientific validity is higher than the one of each individual work. This also provides information with a higher evidence for medical professionals. For each extensive review, a short summary is also created. In addition to technical summaries for the experts, simplified summaries (Plain language summary) are created for lay people.
This corpus is built with documents available on the online library of Cochrane 10 . The documents have been downloaded in November 2017. The corpus contains 8,789 systematic reviews. Among these, 3,815 reviews provide technical and simplified versions of summaries. The technical part of the corpus contains 2,840,003 word occurrences and the simplified part contains 1,515,051 word occurrences.
Parallel Medical Simplified French Corpus
A subset of the whole comparable corpus has been aligned at the level of sentences. We randomly selected 14 encyclopedia articles, 12 drug leaflets, and 13 Cochrane summaries. The alignment has been performed manually by two annotators with the NLP training and used to the medical area texts. We have determined several criteria for alignment or non-alignment of two sentences, technical and simplified. They are illustrated with examples from the Cochrane corpus:
1. Identical sentences and sentences varying only by punctuation or stopwords are not aligned. Even if such pairs of sentences provide very close or identical semantic contents, we consider indeed that such pairs are not helpful for the creation of transformation rules useful for the simplification of contents;
2. Sentences within an aligned pair must have the same or very close meaning (semantic equivalence), and they must show lexical and/or syntactic adaptations, at least:
• Preterm infants are at risk of periventricular haemorrhage (PVH).
• Babies born very early (before 34 weeks) are at risk of bleeding in the brain (periventricular haemorrhage). 3. The meaning of one sentence can be fully included in another sentence. This is the case of semantic inclusion. In the following example, the content of the simplified sentence is included in the technical sentence:
• We found no studies that reported the effect of whole grain diets on total cardiovascular mortality or cardiovascular events (total myocardial infarction, unstable angina, coronary artery bypass graft surgery, percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, total stroke).
• We found no studies reporting on the effect of whole grains on deaths from cardiovascular disease or cardiovascular events.
4. Semantic intersection, where each sentence of the pair brings its own additional information, is not accepted:
• However, over the past two decades endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) has gained popularity as a treatment option.
• However, over the past 20 years, a newer, 'key hole' technique has been used, in which the AAA is repaired without the need for open surgery -a thin tube is passed via the blood vessels in the groin to the site of the AAA.
The alignment has been done independently by two annotators. Agreement occurs when the annotators propose the same alignment of sentences, and disagreement occurs when a given pair is only aligned by one of the annotators. As a second step, the disagreements are discussed in order to reach the consensus when possible. As a result, a given pair of sentences can be approved for the alignment or rejected. Table 1 indicates the size of the source and aligned sets with consensual alignments. We obtain a total of 663 pairs of aligned sentences. This is a small set of parallel data, but it is intended to grow up thanks to the design and use of suitable models for the automatic alignment of sentences. The 663 already aligned pairs of sentences provide the necessary reference data.
Semantic annotation is one of the hardest annotation tasks and usually shows low annotation agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008) , which has been particularly highlighted for word sense tagging (Véronis, 1998; Mihalcea et al., 2004; Palmer et al., 2007) . Hence, the annotation of semantic closeness between two sentences is also complicated. In our experiment, the inter-rater agreement is 0.76 (Cohen, 1960) . It is computed within the set of the aligned sentences from the two annotators. Such inter-annotator agreement is qualified as substantial according to the usual interpretation scale (Landis and Koch, 1977) and may indicate a good reliability of the obtained data.
Another interesting point is related to the parallelism between the technical and simple versions of documents. It has been indeed observed that the degree of parallelism in comparable corpora may vary from almost parallel corpora, with many parallel sentences, to very-non-parallel corpora (Fung and Cheung, 2004) . In the CLEAR corpus, we can observe that aligned sentences are rarer in the Drugs and Encylopedia corpora than in the Cochrane corpus. Indeed, these three sources have different principles involved during the creation of their contents:
• Summaries of systematic reviews from Cochrane are intentionally simplified by researchers starting from the original technical summaries;
• Vikidia articles are written independently from Wikidia articles, even if they address the same topics: there is no adaptation of one content into another. Besides, as Vikidia articles are created for children, their content is adapted for them;
• In the Drugs corpus, the same drugs are described for health professionals and for patients, which provides good common ground. Yet, several kinds of information are specific either to the professional version (precise composition, action on the organism, molecules, detailed information on adverse effects...) or to the patient's (precautions of use, warnings...).
It would be interesting to formalize the notion of parallelism between two corpora, which should be indicative of the rate of parallel sentences they may provide. The first observations of parallel sentences indicate that they provide mainly syntactic and lexical transformations, and that the simplification principles differ according to the document sources. For instance, sentence splitting is applied in drug leaflets and encyclopedia articles, while the sentences are usually merged during the simplification process in Cochrane summaries. These and other simplification features are being analyzed. They will allow to propose adaptation rules that apply at lexical and syntactic levels. As for the semantic and especially structural levels of adaptation, we assume that information available from parallel sentence pairs is not sufficient and that more global observations and datasets should be exploited.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced the CLEAR corpus with technical and simplified contents in French from the medical field. This kind of corpora is indeed very useful for preparing work on automatic text simplification. The corpus contains texts from three sources: encyclopedia, drug leaflets and summaries of systematic reviews. The source texts are comparable: they propose information on the same topics. The corpus totalizes 16,190 pairs of documents, which corresponds to over 57M word occurrences in the technical part and over 35M word occurrences in the simplified part. A subset of this corpus has been aligned at the sentence level by two annotators with 0.76 inter-annotator agreement. This subset provides 663 pairs of sentences.
In the future, the parallel dataset will be extended automatically further to the design and use of suitable language models. Hence, comparable and parallel datasets will be exploited for designing and testing methods for simplification of medical documents in French. This is an important issue because health-related documents typically contain specialized terminology and notions, which are difficult to be understood by lay people (AMA, 1999; McCray, 2005; Jucks and Bromme, 2007; Kickbusch et al., 2013) . In addition to this lexical level, transformations at syntactic level may also be helpful.
The CLEAR corpus with comparable data is available for research and can be found online 11 .
